NJ Delivery Service
Rush, express, custom and local same day delivery in New Jersey and beyond. No matter
what the destination, we meet your needs with personalized same day delivery.

Tailwind Delivery gets it there fastest. Whether it's your high profile item, a critical part,
document or supplies that just can't wait, we're right on it. We provide all your logistics
from door to door.

Local Service
We can courier your delivery to any destination close by and expedite returns as well.

Long Distance
We can get it there quickly and safely, and your item will always be the only one on the
vehicle. We will pickup and initiate delivery at any time, day or night.

Rush Air
When you require the absolute fastest delivery over longer distances of 150 miles or more,
there is nothing like our rush air option, in terms of speed and white glove service.
Through our relationships with air partners, we can arrange to expedite your critical item
up to four times faster than ground transportation alone.

Legal Industry
From single documents to boxes, we can safely and securely get your materials to and from
all area courthouses and firms.

Print Industry
When time is money, we can resupply your line to keep you moving with plates or other
special materials.
Our special relationship with the print industry has provided priceless value by
resupplying at the last minute, direct delivery to destinations throughout our service area.

Creative Industry
Graphic designers, print, and creative firms trust us to get their mock-ups, displays, drafts,
supplies and other creations to their destinations quickly and safely.

Resupply
We can augment with smaller vehicles extra or missed supplies that your vehicles simply
can't return to get once they're already en route.

Special Delivery
Need a special or delicate item hand delivered? No matter how small or high value, get it
there safe and sound with our special delivery option.

Routes
Have a route such as a mail run, gift baskets, or other special items that you regularly
send? Let us handle it with ease.

Envelopes to Pallets
We can accommodate a range of cargo. And since your item is the only one on the delivery,
we'll always choose the right vehicle to get it there the best way possible.

Quick Quotes
Most quotes are available on the spot. And if you have very custom needs, we'll get right
back to you as soon as possible with a figure.

Immediate Proof of Delivery
We have immediate proof of delivery available, whether you need digital proof, or a simple
phone call.

About us

Tailwind Delivery is a family run operation that can deliver the kind of personalized service
that others simply can't. Formed after years of working with Xpress Delivery Service, we
vow to bring you the same sort of attention to detail that created many satisfied customers
over the years. From the legal, industrial, and creative industries and beyond, we always
treat your item as if it were our own.
We literally get a rush from rush delivery and are happy to serve you whether we're
moving your item on the ground or in the air. Your satisfaction is our guarantee. We take
care of the logistics so you don't have to worry about how it gets there.
Tailwind has a commitment to always serving you better, and so we're constantly looking
towards technologies and partnerships to make that happen. Because it's a beautiful thing
when customers are satisfied, and we're lucky to experience that every single day.

For more information please visit
http://www.tailwinddelivery.com

